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Abstract
Humans learn adaptively and efficiently throughout their lives. However, incre-
mentally learning tasks causes artificial neural networks to overwrite relevant infor-
mation learned about older tasks, resulting in ‘Catastrophic Forgetting’. Efforts
to overcome this phenomenon utilize resources poorly, for instance, by needing
to save older data or parametric importance scores or by growing the network
architecture. We propose an algorithm that enables a network to learn continually
and efficiently by partitioning the learnt space into a Core space, that serves as the
condensed knowledge base over previously learned tasks, and a Residual space,
which is akin to a scratch space for learning the current task. After learning each
task, the Residual is analyzed for redundancy, both within itself and with the learnt
Core space, and a minimal set of dimensions is added to the Core space. The
remaining Residual is freed up for learning the next task. We evaluate our algo-
rithm on P-MNIST, CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets and achieve comparable
accuracy to the state-of-the-art methods while overcoming the problem of catas-
trophic forgetting. Additionally, our algorithm is suited for practical use due to the
structured nature of the resulting architecture, which gives us up to 5x improvement
in energy efficiency during inference over the current state-of-the-art.
1 Introduction
In recent years, deep learning [1] has gained tremendous success in achieving human-level perfor-
mance [2] and surpassed human experts [3] in a variety of domain-specific tasks. However, in the
context of continual learning [4, 5, 6, 7], where humans can continuously adapt and learn new tasks
throughout their lifetimes without forgetting the old ones, current deep learning methods struggle to
perform well since the data distribution changes over the course of learning. This problem arises in
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) because of the way input data is mapped into the network’s para-
metric representation during learning. When the input data distribution changes, network parameters
are updated through gradient-based methods to minimize the objective function with respect to the
data distribution of the current task only, without taking into account the distribution learned over
the previous tasks. This leads to a phenomenon called ‘Catastrophic Forgetting’ [8, 9], wherein the
network forgets how to solve the older tasks upon exposure to new ones.
Efforts to overcome catastrophic forgetting can be divided into three prominent groups. The first
set of methods involves a form of rehearsal over older tasks while training the current task [8, 10,
11, 12]. These methods are not viable in the real-world setting, where learning systems operate on
limited access to older data and memory budget limitations. The second line of research focuses
on regularization to penalize changes in important parameters [9, 13, 14, 15]. These methods make
more efficient use of the available resources, but suffer from catastrophic forgetting as the number
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of tasks increases. The third set of techniques, which our algorithm falls under, works on the
concept of parametric isolation [16], where disjoint or overlapping sets of parameters are allocated to
separate tasks, such as in [17, 18]. Some methods [19, 20] under this category grow the network with
subsequent tasks, but are impractical in resource constrained environments or result in unstructured
sparsity that cannot be utilized well in hardware.
To address the problem of catastrophic forgetting in an energy, memory and data constrained environ-
ment, we propose a Principle Component Analysis (PCA) [21] based approach to identify redundancy
within the filters (or hidden units in fully-connected layer) for a given task. We transform the original
internal space of representations into a reduced redundancy, pruned subspace and identify the filters
associated with this subspace as important for that task. For the next task, to avoid catastrophic forget-
ting, these important filters are kept frozen and those pruned at the last task are learned. Unlike most
pruning techniques, our algorithm is free of heuristic choices of pruning thresholds; the number of fil-
ters (or units) to retain in each layer for each task are decided automatically. Moreover, contemporary
methods seek to assign task-specific importance to static parameters. In contrast, our method finds
and shares the important subspaces of intermediate representations for the current task and adds new
subspaces (if necessary) for the new tasks. An important consequence of this formulation is that we
do not ascribe any importance to individual network elements. Instead, we identify the dimensionality
of the relevant subspace and let standard learning methods learn the required parameters. In doing
so, our method creates structured sparsity in the network which can be leveraged in hardware. We
test our method on Permuted MNIST, split CIFAR-10 and split CIFAR-100 datasets and compare
our results with other relevant methods. Our method outperforms Elastic Weight Consolidation
(EWC) [9] and Learning without Forgetting (LwF) [22] in terms of accuracy, memory utilization
and energy consumption. It yields comparable results to the state of the art method, PackNet [17],
with the additional benefits of energy efficiency and the ability to process mini-batches in multi-task
inference due to structured sparsity. The pruning is performed in a single shot manner, and hence
can be scaled to deeper architectures. In addition, the choice of pruning thresholds is tunable and
explainable, and therefore we do not have to perform grid search to optimize them.
2 Related Works
There are three prominent lines of research to enable Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) to learn
continually. They are mentioned briefly in section 1. In this section, we go into the details of the
representative works and highlight their contributions and differences with our work.
The first line of research uses data augmentation in order to rehearse the data from the older tasks
while training on the current task. This allows the network to jointly optimize the training distributions
and alleviates the problem of catastrophic forgetting. In iCaRL [10] and GEM [11], a subset of
examples from the previous tasks are stored in the memory buffer, and in DGR [12], a generator is
trained to create synthetic training data for the previous tasks. However, these techniques require
extra memory to store samples or the parameters of the generator. In contrast, our method does not
require any extra memory since we do not rely on data from older tasks. We compress the available
space before learning new tasks, thus making better use of resources.
The second set of methods aims to overcome catastrophic forgetting by sharing weights among the
tasks. Typically, a regularizer term adds a penalty to the loss function to discourage significant change
in important parameters for the older tasks while learning new task. EWC [9] and Online EWC [23]
calculate the task specific parametric importance from the diagonal elements of the Fisher Matrix,
and Synaptic Intelligence (SI) [13] calculates it based on the sensitivity of the loss with respect to the
parameters. LwF [22] adds a proxy distillation loss to the objective function to retain the activations
of the initial network while learning new tasks. These methods show varying degrees of success in
overcoming catastrophic forgetting. However, the balance between rigidity and plasticity ultimately
breaks down as the complexity and the number of tasks increase, resulting in performance degradation
on the older tasks. In contrast, we do not attribute individual importance to a parameter. Instead, we
find a reduced redundancy subspace in the space described by all parameters at a layer, leading to a
compressed network with a reduced number of filters or neurons at each layer. We sidestep the issue
of catastrophic forgetting by freezing filters from the old tasks while training on all subsequent tasks.
Therefore in stark contrast to such methods, our accuracy on older tasks never degrades.
2
The third set of techniques isolates task-specific parameters. This includes methods that adjust
the architecture with pruning [17], growing [20] or introducing parallel paths [18] for new tasks.
Progressive Neural Networks [20] replicate the network architecture for each new task, with the new
layers laterally connected to the corresponding older layers, which are frozen when learning new tasks.
The major drawback of such methods is limited scalability, as the network size increases significantly
with number of tasks. Another representative work, which is the most relevant to our method, is the
state-of-the-art network, PackNet [17]. Leveraging the fact that DNNs are overparameterized [24],
PackNet employs weight magnitude based pruning [25, 26] to free up unimportant parameters, and
uses them for learning future tasks while keeping the old weights frozen. Like PackNet, our method
also finds redundancy in the network for pruning and learning future tasks. However, instead of
pruning weights, we find the compressed, important subspace of internal representations and prune the
redundant space. This translates to a network with a reduced number of filters and hence, structured
sparsity [27]. Such sparsity can be leveraged better in hardware [28], and translates to better energy
efficiency during inference. Additionally, PackNet uses heuristic choices of the degree of pruning for
each layer and each task. In comparison, we automatically allocate filters for new tasks based on the
necessity, which is a desirable trait for autonomous agents learning sequential tasks.
3 Method
Here, we describe our method for incremental training of DNNs in the continual learning paradigm,
wherein an unknown number of tasks with varying data distributions arrive at the model sequentially.
3.1 Overview
Conceptually, our algorithm aims to incrementally learn a minimally growing set of filters that contain
the condensed knowledge of tasks seen so far. To achieve this, we partition filters in each layer into
a set of core filters and residual filters. The activations generated when inputs convolve with these
filters make up the core representational space and the residual representational space respectively.
Henceforth, we drop the words ‘representational space’ and just refer to them as Core and Residual.
We add compressed information pertaining to the tasks previously seen to the Core filters, and the
Residual filters are reserved for the current task only. Each new task is learned by following a
three-step procedure: First, the network is trained on the current task. Both the residual and core
filters are used to generate activations. All the information present in the core filters is leveraged
but not modified, whereas the residual filters are modified freely. Once the network converges on
the current step, we decouple the residual and the core in the second step. We use the Projection-
Subtraction algorithm (explained in section 3.3) to identify and remove the redundancies between
the newly learned Residual and the frozen Core. This reduced redundancy, decoupled Residual is
analyzed in the third step using PCA to identify redundancies within itself. We then determine the
number of filters to be added from the Residual to the Core. The redundant filters are pruned-out and
fine-tuning (retraining) is performed to mitigate any accuracy drop. Filter selection and pruning is
done concurrently for all layers, and hence we only retrain the network once per task. For the next
task, the Core filter set has grown, and the smaller Residual set is freed up to learn the next task.
3.2 Filter Redundancy Detection and Compression for a Single Task
Most common DNN architectures [29, 30] have been shown to have highly correlated filters within
each layer that potentially detect the same features [31]. Garg et al. [31] find such correlations by
applying PCA on the activation maps generated by these filters, and use it to optimize the architecture
by removing redundant filters and layers from a trained network. They trained this structurally
compressed architecture from scratch, with negligible loss of accuracy. In this subsection we explain
how this method [31] is applied to learn a single task.
Network Compression using PCA. PCA [21] is a well-known dimensionality reduction technique
that is used to remove redundancy between correlated features in a dataset. We are interested in
detecting redundancies between filters and hence, we use the (pre-ReLU) activations, which are
instances of filter activity, as feature values. Figure 1 illustrates the process of data collection for
PCA. Let, ni (no) denote the number of input (output) channels for a convolutional layer and hi, wi
(ho, wo) denote the height and width of the input (output) feature maps. The 4D weight tensor for a
particular layer is flattened to a 2D weight matrix (W ) for illustration in the figure, where each filter,
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Figure 1: Illustration of the activation matrix generation for PCA from a typical convolutional layer.
Fj ∈ Rni×k×k; j = 1, 2..., no is represented as a column of W , where k is the kernel size. This filter
acts upon a similar sized input patch from the feature map feeding into the layer. Let the input patch
be, IN ∈ RN where N = ni × k × k, then the weight matrix can be represented as W ∈ RN×no .
Upon convolution with all the filters (dot(IN ,W )), one input patch is represented as a vector in the
internal representational space, Rno . Since there are ho × wo input patches per example, for m input
examples there will be n = m × ho × wo patches. Thus, after convolution with m examples we
obtain a flattened activity matrix A ∈ Rn×no , where n represents the total number of samples. Since
each row of this matrix corresponds to the internal representation of an input patch in Rn0 and each
column represents instances of filter activity for all input patches over all examples, this 2D matrix is
ideal for performing PCA and detecting redundancy in filter representations.
Filters are correlated if their convolution with different input patches across many samples produces
similar patterns of activations. The rank of A can then be reduced without significant loss in accuracy.
This means that the internal representations lie in a lower dimensional subspace, Rp inside Rno ,
where p < no. Applying PCA on mean-normalized A, we find the number of principal components,
p required to cumulatively explain x% of the total variance in the input, where the variance threshold
(x) is usually chosen in the range of 98 to 99.9 [31, 32]. Garg et al. [31] use this as the number of
filters needed at each layer to learn efficient representations, found concurrently at all layers. The
redundant filters at each layer are zeroed out, and the network with the optimized architecture is
retrained on the current task to gain back any drop in accuracy.
3.3 Sharing Representational Space for Incrementally Learned Tasks
In the context of continual learning, we learn the first task in a compact manner by the approach
described in the previous section. Since for the first task there are no core filters, the algorithm treats
the entire representational space as the residual, and selects the number of filters that capture x% of
the total variances in this space. While this algorithm is effective in finding a reduced dimensionality
architecture for a single task, it suffers from catastrophic forgetting in sequential task learning
scenarios. PCA analyzes the entire activation space for low dimensional representations of only the
current data, and cannot accommodate preservation of spaces relevant to older tasks (Core space).
Therefore for learning new sequential tasks, we freeze the core filters and modify the residual filters.
We determine the number of new filters needed for the current task by jointly analyzing the Core and
Residual spaces. To effectively do this, we first decouple the Residual from the Core, and analyze
this decoupled Residual for redundancy. By this formulation, we share the core filters among the
tasks and add new task specific filters to the Core from Residual as needed for each new task.
Core and Residual Spaces. Let there be f frozen and r trainable filters in a layer for a new task, such
that number of original filters is no = f + r. The r filters are randomly initialized after being pruned
in the previous task. First, the network is trained until convergence on the current task, updating the
trainable filters only (the frozen filters are still used, just not updated). Then, the activation matrix
(A) is generated from the data of the current task. To allow for preservation of filters relevant to
older tasks, we mean normalize and partition A into two sub-matrices A = [Af Ar] such that
Af ∈ Rn×f and Ar ∈ Rn×r. The total variance in A is vT = vf + vr, where vf (= 1n−1 tr(ATf Af ))
and vr(= 1n−1 tr(A
T
r Ar)) are core and residual variances respectively. Since f core filters carry
the knowledge from the old tasks, we freeze them while learning any future tasks. Our algorithm
determines how many new filters from the residual need to be added to the core to explain x% of the
total residual variance (vr). One possibility to determine this number is to apply PCA directly on Ar.
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Figure 2: Illustration of decoupling Core and Residual for redundancy detection. Similar colors
represent correlation. In (a), we perform PCA on the Residual directly, which fails to detect a
redundant filter (orange, F4 and F6) and results in duplication. In (b), before performing PCA, we
subtract from the Residual its projection on the Core, thus removing the duplicacy and identifying a
smaller set of filters.
However, when learning Ar, we do not explicitly encourage decorrelation between the residual and
the core spaces. This means that there is a possibility that we might learn residual filters that produce
activation patterns that are correlated to the core activations, leading to redundancy between the core
and residual spaces. Figure 2 (a) shows one such scenario where we might overestimate the number
of filters as a consequence of such duplication.
Projection-Subtraction Step. To overcome this, we construct a new residual activation matrix,
Anewr from Ar by removing the activations that are correlated to the core activations by applying
Projection-Subtraction step. In the Projection step, we construct Aprojr by projecting Ar onto the
space described by the (column) basis of Af . For instance, if there was complete duplicacy at a task,
and the core filters were already sufficient to describe all the variance in the residual, then Aprojr
would be exactly Ar. In this case, we do not need to add any new filters to the core. Let,
vprojr =
1
n− 1 tr((A
proj
r )
TAprojr ) (1)
denote the amount of variance in residual activations that can be explained by the core. This means
that the f frozen filters for the current task capture not just the core variance, vf but can also explain
a fraction (vprojr /vr) of the residual variance. An efficient way to perform this projection is outlined
in Supplementary section S1.1. In the Subtraction step we construct a matrix,
Anewr = Ar −Aprojr (2)
which captures the residual activation patterns that are not explained by the core, or the variance in
the representation unique to the new task. Finally, by applying PCA on Anewr , we determine how
many new filters from the residual are cumulatively required to explain x% of residual variance in
conjunction with the f frozen filters. Figure 2(b) illustrates how Projection-Subtraction-PCA steps
ensures minimal filter addition by avoiding filter duplication.
One-Shot Pruning and Retraining. Let’s say performing PCA after Projection-Subtraction identi-
fies the need for l new filters at a layer, where 0 ≤ l < r. We prune (f + l+ 1)th to nth0 filters in that
layer. The activation matrices for PCA for all layers are collected concurrently and independently for
all layers by just forward passes [31]. This allows us to prune all layers simultaneously, in one-shot.
Consequently, we require only one retraining step per task to mitigate any drop in accuracy. The
pseudo-code of the algorithm is given in Supplementary section S1.2.
4 Experimental Setup
Datasets. We evaluate our algorithm on permuted MNIST (P-MNIST) [33], and the spilt versions of
CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets. The P-MNIST dataset is created out of the MNIST dataset by
randomly permuting all the pixels of the MNIST images differently for 10 tasks, where each task has
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Figure 3: Classification accuracy over incrementally learned tasks for different datasets.
10 classes. The Split CIFAR-10 dataset is constructed from the CIFAR-10 [34] dataset by splitting it
into 5 sequential tasks with 2 classes per tasks. The Split CIFAR-100 dataset is constructed from the
CIFAR-100 [34] dataset by splitting the 100 classes into 10 sequential tasks with 10 classes per task.
Network Architecture. For P-MNIST, we use a multi-layered perceptron (MLP) with two hidden
layers with 1000 neurons each, and ReLU activations. Though we described our method for a typical
convolutional layer in section 3, it is readily applicable to fully-connected layers. We construct the
activation matrix, A ∈ Rm×n such that m is the number of input examples and n is the number of
neurons. For CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100, we use networks with five convolutional layers followed
by a classifier. For the CIFAR-10 experiments, we use 32− 32− 64− 64− 128 filters in the five
convolutional layers whereas for CIFAR-100 we double them to 64− 64− 128− 128− 256 filters.
More details on the architecture and training settings are provided in Supplementary section S2.1.
Selection of Variance Threshold. We treat task-wise variance threshold (x) as a hyperparameter,
with some guidelines that make it easy to optimize. For a given task, higher values of x yield higher
classification accuracy, at the expense of higher filter utilization. Continual learning in memory
constrained (fixed resource) environments demands a trade-off between classification accuracy and
parameter utilization per task. Setting a value of x at a layer translates to the requisite number of filters
automatically, thus avoiding heuristic threshold selection iterations that most pruning methodologies
need. We observe a trend between the optimal choice of x and task complexity (e.g. type of dataset,
number of classes per tasks). Empirically we find that instead of using uniform x across all the layers,
setting higher variance threshold for the first layer always yields better classification accuracy. This is
discussed in more detail in Supplementary section S2.2, along with the chosen values of x.
Baselines. To establish a strong baseline, we consider Single Task Learning (STL), where the full
network with all resources is trained for each task separately. While this is not truly a continual
learning setting, it can be treated as stacking separate, full sized networks for each task with no
issue of catastrophic forgetting. We also compare our method to Learning without Forgetting (LwF)
and Elastic weight Consolidation (EWC), which use weight-specific regularizers and utilize the
entire network. We implemented the efficient version of EWC, online-EWC [23] with γ = 1 and
regularization coefficient set to 100. Our final baseline is PackNet, where corresponding networks
are pruned by 91% (for P-MNIST), 60% (for Split CIFAR-10) and 85% (for Split CIFAR-100) after
each new task is added. These pruning percentages are chosen to match the final network size from
PackNet to our method for a fair comparison of accuracy. LwF and PackNet were implemented from
the official implementation of [17] and EWC was implemented from [35].
5 Results and Discussion
We evaluate the performance of our algorithms in terms of classification accuracy, utilization of
network resources and inference energy. Classification accuracy at a task is evaluated over data from
the current and all previously seen tasks together.
Accuracy and Network Size. The classification accuracy as we incrementally learn a network is
plotted against number of tasks learned in Figure 3. The final classification accuracy after training all
the tasks for different methods and datasets are enumerated in Table 1. For P-MNIST, our method
outperforms EWC and LwF (Figure 3(a)). While STL and PackNet perform slightly better, STL
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Dataset Metric STL LwF [22] EWC [23] PackNet [17] Ours
Accuracy (%) 98.11% 96.72% 95.32% 97.89% 96.82%
P-MNIST Network Size 10 1 1 0.61 0.58
Inference Energy 1 1.04 1.05 0.96 0.62
Accuracy (%) 92.63% 89.38% 82.54% 92.71% 92.45%
CIFAR-10 Network Size 5 1 1 0.92 0.92
Inference Energy 1 1.02 1.02 0.97 0.7
Accuracy (%) 71.62% 68.23% 62.22% 73.49% 72.53%
CIFAR-100 Network Size 10 1 1 0.80 0.79
Inference Energy 1 0.97 0.99 0.97 0.56
Table 1: Comparison of classification accuracy (%), network size (relative to original network) and
average inference energy per task (normalized with respect to STL, the lower the better).
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Figure 5: Comparison of inference energy for
learning split CIFAR-100 tasks.
uses 10 separate models, and therefore 1000% parameters. In comparison, our method achieves high
compression and yields comparable accuracy using only 58% of the original network parameters.
Figures 3(b) and (c) show results for the split CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets, respectively.
Our method significantly outperforms both LwF and EWC. Its performance is almost comparable
to STL on CIFAR-10 and ∼ 1% better than STL on CIFAR-100 , while using 5.4x and 12.7x fewer
parameters for CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100, respectively.
Overcoming Catastrophic Forgetting. We observe that for longer task sequences such as in split
CIFAR-100, the accuracy of Task 1 drops by 21% and 3.5% in EWC and LwF, respectively after the
final task is learned incrementally. These methods forget earlier tasks as they learn incrementally,
whereas both PackNet and our method preserves the initial performance on each task (Figure 4).
Typically, in continual learning algorithms, the original accuracy for tasks degrades as the number of
tasks increase, but our algorithm (and PackNet) overcomes this by freezing the relevant parameters.
However, due to this freezing of parameters, both methods will eventually hit the resource ceiling as
the number of tasks increase. At that point, in our method, the accuracy for each task would have to
be traded off with higher compression (lower variance retention thresholds) or the network would
have to be grown dynamically as in [19].
Sharing Filters Across Tasks. Filter statistics obtained from our algorithm enable us to probe
into the learning dynamics, both spatially (across layers) and temporally (across tasks). Spatially,
filters learned at the earlier layers are well known to be more general and get more specialized
as we go deeper [36]. Accordingly, we expect the filters in the earlier layers to be more shared
(transferable) across tasks than those learned in the later layers, translating into a higher requirement
of additional filters at later layers for each task. Our experiments conform with this expected trend.
For example in Figure 6(a) no new filters were added to layer 1 after Task 5, whereas all the tasks
required the addition of new filters at layer 4 and 5 for CIFAR-100. The analysis of core and residual
variances also provides an intuitive picture of the degree of sharing across tasks, and is discussed in
Supplementary section S3.2. Temporally, as learning progresses, more filters are added to the core,
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Figure 6: Layer-wise filter utilization for each task for Split CIFAR-100 (a) with and (b) without
Projection-Subtraction. Both (a) and (b) use the same variance threshold for pruning.
reflecting a growing knowledge base. We expect to see a decreasing requirement of additional filters
for subsequent tasks as the knowledge base becomes sufficient. Results in Figure 6(a) comply with
this intuition, since earlier tasks require the addition of a larger number of filters to the core than the
later tasks. A similar trend is also observed for P-MNIST and CIFAR-10, as shown in Supplementary
Figure S3.
Projection-Subtraction Minimizes Resources. As discussed in section 3.3, Projection-Subtraction
ensures that we add a minimal set of filters to the core from the residual by decoupling them. To
quantify the impact, we learn the 10 sequential CIFAR-100 tasks by analyzing the Residual without
Projection-Subtraction. We obtain a classification accuracy of 72.82% with 0.92 fraction of original
network parameter utilization. This small accuracy gain of ∼ 0.29% at the cost of ∼ 16.5% extra
parameters indicates that Projection-Subtraction induces resource minimality while maintaining
classification performance. The resultant filter statistics without Projection-subtraction are shown
in Figure 6(b). Comparing these statistics with those shown in Figure 6(a) further highlights the
representational redundancy removed by the Projection-Subtraction step. For instance, the number of
filters identified at the end of all tasks for layer 1 with versus without Projection-subtraction are 23
and 64 respectively, indicating that we are utilizing the Core at each task well.
Energy Efficiency Analysis. For CIFAR-100, both PackNet and our method beat STL accuracy by
a small margin, presumably due to the effects of regularization. For both CIFAR datasets, PackNet
outperforms our method by < 1%. The classification performance gain of PackNet is due to weight
level pruning, which is of finer granularity than our filter level pruning. A drawback of weight level
pruning, as pointed out by the authors [17], is the inability to do simultaneous inference or batch-
processing, since the data is no longer task-wise separable after the convolution and ReLU layers.
Filter-level pruning ensures a separable output, since separate tasks only interfere at channel levels,
enabling us to do batch inference. In addition, it translates to higher energy savings in hardware,
owing to the structured nature of the sparsity. In Figure 5, we compare the inference energy of
different algorithms on the split CIFAR-100 dataset, measured on an NVIDIA GeForce GTX1060
GPU with a batch size of 64 (more details in Supplementary section S2.3). While STL has 10 separate
networks, only one is engaged for classification, since the task hint is provided. Hence the energy is
quite similar to both EWC and LwF, since all three utilize the entire dense network. While PackNet
has varying levels of unstructured sparsity for different tasks, we notice that it consumes comparable
energy to the dense models, highlighting the inefficiency of GPUs for computation with irregularly
sparse matrix kernels [37]. On the other hand, our model structurally adds or removes filters for
different tasks, which enables the computing hardware to leverage this structured sparsity and provide
considerable energy benefits. Since the network trained for just Task 1 is the smallest, we get ∼ 5x
inference energy reduction compared to other methods. As further tasks are learned, the network
grows in size and the energy consumption scales accordingly. The last task in our method has the
largest model, but still consumes ∼ 1.3x less energy compared to other methods. Averaging over all
tasks, our method consumes about 60% the amount of energy consumed by LwF, EWC or PackNet.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we address the problem of catastrophic forgetting in DNNs in a continual learning
setting, under the constraint that data from older tasks is not available, and the learning system has a
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fixed amount of resources. To accommodate multiple sequential tasks, we divide the representational
space into a fixed Core space, which contains task specific information over all previously seen
tasks, and a Residual space, that the current task learns over. We propose an algorithm that first
decouples the Residual from the Core, and then analyzes this Residual to find a minimal set of filters
to add to the Core. The remaining parameters are freed up for the next task, and only one retraining
iteration is needed per task. We consistently outperform EWC and LwF in terms of accuracy, network
size and inference energy efficiency, and overcome the problem of catastrophic forgetting seen in
these methods. While PackNet achieves slightly better accuracy than our algorithm, we are able to
leverage the structured sparsity much better in hardware, resulting in up to 5x improvement in energy
efficiency at the earlier tasks (up to ∼ 40% less energy consumption overall) as compared to PackNet.
Structured sparsity also enables us to infer mixed batches over different tasks.
7 Broader Impact
In applications where data privacy is of primary concern, this method allows information exchange
in the form of model parameters, without the need to exchange data between different tasks or
application drivers. It also allows the network to not forget older information as new information is
learned, allowing deployed systems to adapt to changing data quickly. Our method does not introduce
any additional bias than is present in the standard datasets we have used.
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Supplementary Materials
S1 Algorithm Details
S1.1 Projection of the Residual on the Core
As discussed in Section 3.3, in the Projection step, we construct Aprojr by projecting Ar onto the
space described by the (column) basis of Af . Here Ar contains the activations generated by the
Residual filters and Af by the frozen Core filters. We find an orthogonal basis by applying Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) on Af :
Af = UfΣfV
T
f . (S1)
We obtain Uf , whose column vectors contain the desired orthonormal basis of the space that we want
Ar to project on. The projection is given by:
Aprojr = (UfU
T
f )Ar. (S2)
This matrix represents the closest approximation of the Residual by the Core or the part of Residual
that the Core can reconstruct without any additional filters. Thus the frozen Core explains a part
of the variance of the Residual, and the filters needed are far lesser than if we did not perform this
Projection.
The matrix Uf is of dimensions n × n, and is computed by decomposing AfATf , a matrix of
dimensions n × n. Since n >> n0 in our experiments, it is desirable to avoid decomposition of
AfA
T
f to compute Uf . In order to do that, we compute Σf and Vf by decomposing A
T
f Af , and then
compute Uf from Equation S1. Since ATf Af is at maximum, n0 × n0 matrix (reasonably small in
size in our experiments), the computation of Uf for projection does not add much computational
overhead.
S1.2 Algorithm Pseudo Code
In Algorithm 1, we outline the steps for learning any sequential task in the form of a Pseudo
code. The pseudocode utilizes the functions outlined in Algorithm 2, where we show the network
compression steps using PCA for learning the first task, and in Algorithm 3, which shows the steps
for Projection-Subtraction followed by PCA.
S2 Configurations
S2.1 Architecture and Training Configurations
Network Architecture. For CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100, we use convolutional neural network (CNN)
architectures with five convolutional layers followed by a classifier (conv1-conv2-pool-dropout-
-conv3-conv4-pool-dropout-conv5-pool-classifier). For the CIFAR-10 experiments, we
use 32 − 32 − 64 − 64 − 128 filters in the five convolutional layers whereas for CIFAR-100 we
double them to 64− 64− 128− 128− 256 filter In both experiments, filter kernels for the first four
layers are 3× 3 while the fifth layer has a kernel size of 2× 2. For P-MNIST, we use a Multi Layer
Perceptron (MLP) with two hidden layers, having 1000 neurons each, followed by a classifier layer.
Training and Test Settings. All images are pre-processed with zero padding to have dimensions
of 32 × 32 pixels and then normalized to have a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1. For all
models and algorithms, we use Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) with momentum (0.9) as the
optimizer. The Split CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 experiments with CNNs use a dropout of 0.15
whereas P-MNIST experiments with MLP do not use dropout. For all experiments, a batch size of
128 is used and the optimizer is reset after each task. Training epochs, retraining epochs and learning
rate schedules for different experiments with different datasets (for our algorithm) are listed in Table
1
Algorithm 1 Learning a Sequential Task
1: Input: Current dataset, Dt = {(Xi, yi)}ni=1; Task ID, t; network model, f t−1θ ; dict of core
filters, Fl; variance threshold, vth
2: Output: updated network model, f tθ; updated dict of core filters, Fl
3:
4: // train the network on current dataset while keeping the core filters (if any) frozen
5: f tθ ← train (f t−1θ , Dt, Fl )
6:
7: // get the number of filters per layer for the current task
8: if t == 1 then
9: current_filters← Network_Compression_PCA(f tθ , Dt, vth) //(Algorithm 2)
10: else
11: current_filters← Projection_Subtraction_PCA (f tθ , Fl[t− 1], Dt, vth) // (Algorithm 3)
12: end if
13: Fl[t]← current_filters
14:
15: // prune the unimportant portion after PCA based on current filter list
16: f tθ ←prune_model (f tθ , Fl[t])
17:
18: // retrain the network on current dataset while keeping the core filters frozen
19: f tθ ← retrain (f tθ , Dt, Fl )
Algorithm 2 Network Compression PCA Algorithm
1: function Network_Compression_PCA (f tθ , Dt, vth)
2:
3: // Data is forward propagated trough the model and pre-ReLU activations in each layer are stored
4: activation_list← collect_activation (f tθ , Dt)
5: current_filters← zeros(L− 1) // L is the number of layers in the network
6:
7: for l← 1 to L− 1 do
8: // for each layer except the classifier
9: n0 ← activation_list[l].size(2) // # original filters in layer l
10: A← activation_list[l].reshape(-1,n0) // A is n× n0 matrix (see Section 3.2)
11: A← normalize (A) //column mean normalization
12: n← A.size(1) // # samples
13:
14: //Determination of number of filters using PCA
15: pca← PCA (A)
16: var_ratio← pca.explained_variance_ratio_ // an n0 element array
17: x′ ← 0
18: current_filters[l]← 0
19: for i← 1 to length(var_ratio) do
20: if x′<vth then
21: // variance accumulation until threshold
22: x′ ← x′ + var_ratio[i]
23: current_filters[l]←current_filters[l]+ 1
24: end if
25: end for
26: end for
27: return current_filters
28: end function
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Algorithm 3 Projection-Subtraction-PCA Algorithm
1: function Projection_Subtraction_PCA (f tθ , core_filter_list, Dt, vth)
2:
3: // Data is forward propagated trough the model and pre-ReLU activations in each layer are stored
4: activation_list← collect_activation (f tθ , Dt)
5: current_filters← zeros (L− 1) //L is the number of layers in the network
6:
7: for l← 1 to L− 1 do
8: // for each layer except the classifier
9: f ← core_filter_list[l] // # core filters
10: n0← activation_list[l].size(2) // # original filters in layer l
11: r← (n0 − f ) // # residual filters
12:
13: //Activation partition and variances
14: A← activation_list[l].reshape(-1,n0) // A is n× n0 matrix (see Section 3.2)
15: A← normalize (A) //column mean normalization
16: n← A.size(1) // # samples
17: Af ← A[:, 0 : f ]
18: Ar ← A[:, f : end]
19: vf ← 1n−1 tr(ATf Af ) //core variance
20: vr ← 1n−1 tr(ATr Ar) //residual variance
21:
22: //Projection-Subtraction-PCA
23: Aprojr ← Project (Af , Ar) // (see Section 3.3 & supplementary equation S2)
24: vprojr ← 1n−1 tr((Aprojr )TAprojr ) //residual variance explained by core
25: Anewr ← Ar −Aprojr // Subtraction (see Section 3.3 & Equation S2)
26: pca← PCA (Anewr )
27:
28: //Determination of filter number
29: var_ratio← pca.explained_variance_ /vr // an r element array
30: x′ ← (vprojr /vr)
31: current_filters[l]← f
32: for i← 1 to length(var_ratio) do
33: if x′<vth then
34: x′ ← x′ + var_ratio[i]
35: current_filters[l]←current_filters[l]+ 1
36: end if
37: end for
38: end for
39: return current_filters
40: end function
3
Training Retraining
Dataset Task ID epoch lr decay epoch lr decay
P-MNIST T1 - T7 15 0.01 6,13 45 0.001 38
T8 - T10 15 0.01 6,13 60 0.001 51
CIFAR-10 T1-T2 40 0.01 25,35 55 0.01 11,49
T3-T5 60 0.001 54 85 0.01 8,76
CIFAR-100 T1 - T2 80 0.01 25,65 120 0.01 42,108
T3 - T10 100 0.001 90 150 0.01 52,135
Table S1: Training and retraining settings used for different experiments in the paper (for our
algorithm). Here, ‘lr’ denotes initial learning rate for training/retraining whereas ‘decay’ denotes the
epoch at which learning rate is decayed by a factor of 10.
S1. In our method, we retrain the network once per task to mitigate any loss in accuracy at the end
of the projection-subtraction-PCA steps. We use 1000 random training examples from the current
dataset for activation collection as per [31]. We train and test all the models and algorithms in the
multi-headed setting [38, 39], where a new classifier is added for each new task, and a task hint is
provided during inference. Using that task hint, we activate the relevant portion of the network for
inference.
S2.2 Tuning the Variance Threshold
For P-MNIST, 99.9% variance retention in the first FC layer and 99.5% variance retention in second
FC layer were required for good accuracy. For split CIFAR-10, which has two classes per tasks, we
could achieve high performance with x = 98.5. For the 10-class higher complexity tasks of split
CIFAR-100, we experimented with x = 99.9 for the first layer and x = 99 for the other layers for all
tasks.
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Figure S1: Filter utilization statistics for 10 sequential CIFAR-100 tasks with uniform variance
threshold (99%) for all layer with projection-subtraction. Average accuracy after learning all task
was found to be 71.38% with 0.73 fraction of original network parameter utilization.
As discussed in Section 5, selection of variance threshold depends on the complexity of the dataset
and tasks. This threshold tuning can also be seen as a knob for accuracy-resource trade-off [31]. In
continual learning, setting very high x can potentially allocate large resources (parameters) for one
task leaving a lesser-than-sufficient space for the remaining tasks. Judicious choice of x can thus be
beneficial in resource constrained environments. Empirically, we found that using higher variance
at layer 1 than the other layers leads to better classification performances with small increase in
resources. To validate this, we learn 10 sequential CIFAR-100 tasks with uniform variance threshold
(99%) for all layer with projection-subtraction. Average accuracy after learning all task is found to be
71.38% with 0.73 fraction of original network parameter utilization. In Figure S1, we show task wise
filter utilization statistics. Very low filter utilization in layer 1 motivate us to increase x for layer 1.
Thus we choose x = 99.9 for layer 1 in the CIFAR-100 experiment reported in the main text which
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yields more than 1% gain in classification accuracy with small increase in filter utilization. Likewise,
in the P-MNIST experiment, we choose higher variance in layer 1 than layer 2.
S2.3 Energy Measurements
For PackNet, we noticed that the inclusion of binary mask application in the measurements leads to a
∼ 70% increase in energy consumption, indicating an absence of a native binary mask implementation
in cuDNN [40] or CUSPARSE [41] libraries. Therefore, we exclude the mask application energy, for
a fair comparison. Comparison of inference energy for learning PMNIST and Split CIFAR-10 tasks
are given in Figure S2(a) and S2(b) respectively. For STL, even though the network size is 10x (for
instance for 10 tasks) since we have separate networks learning separate tasks, the inference energy
(reported in Table 1 in the main manuscript) is almost the same as a single dense network. This is
because we infer with a task hint, that tells us which of the 10 networks to activate, and only that
network is used for inference. The numbers reported for STL are averaged over all the ten networks
used over the dataset.
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Figure S2: Comparison of inference energy for learning (a) P-MNIST and (b) Split CIFAR-10 tasks.
S3 Additional Analysis
S3.1 Network Utilization Statistics
In this subsection, we show the network resource utilization for P-MNIST and CIFAR-10.
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Figure S3: Layer-wise (a) network parameter utilization for P-MNIST and (b) filter utilization for
Split CIFAR-10 for each tasks.
S3.2 On Filter Transferability Across Tasks
We refer to filters as transferable (shared) across tasks if the filters learned and frozen at one task
contribute significantly to the variance explained at the later tasks. Thus, we can treat the ‘variance
explained’ by some spaces (core and residual) for a particular task as a metric of utilization of that
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(c) Conv 3
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Figure S4: Plots of variance explained by the Core Space 1 (core filters of Task 1) and residual filters
required for a particular CIFAR-100 task at different layers. For each tasks, in early layers, (a) Conv
1 and (b) Conv 2, core space 1 explains higher variance whereas in the later layers, (d) Conv 4 and (e)
Conv 5, variance explained is very low. This explains in the initial layer features (or filters) are more
shared across tasks while later layers learns task specific features.
space for that task. In Figure S4, we show the variance explained by 2 fixed spaces on the Y axis:
(i) the compressed Core space learned at the end of Task 1 (Core 1), and (ii) the remaining residual
space of that corresponding task, plotted against the task being learned. There are 5 graphs, one for
each layer of the network learned on sequential CIFAR-100 tasks. It can be seen that, the Core 1
explains a significant amount of variance when Task 10 is being learned at Layer 1, but not at Layer 5.
At Layer 1, Task 1’s core filters are general features like edge and color blob detectors and contribute
to explaining variances at all tasks. However, as explained in Section 5, filters get more specialized
as we go deeper, and we expect the Core space of Task 1 to play a lesser significant role for the
later tasks. We can observe this trend for all the five layers, as the core 1 contribution to variance
explanation for the later task decreases from Conv 1 to Conv 5 layer. Such trend explains in the initial
layer features are more shared across tasks while later layers learns task specific features.
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